Computers/Data Processing


Hirschi, Seymour Basic: A Programmed Text pbk. $14.95. pbk.

Kenney, John G. & Thomas I. Kertz Basic Programming, 3rd edition $17.95. pbk.

Leventhal, Lance & Alvin Stafford Why Do You Need A Personal Computer? $9.95, pbk. "One of the best on what you can do with a computer, how to program it, and what to buy..." - Creative Computing


Patits, Richard E. Karel The Robot $7.95. pbk.

Schechter, Michael C. Advanced Programming and Problem Solving With FORTRAN $23.95.

Smolin, Roger C. Apple II: How To Buy The Right Small Business Computer $10.95, phbk. An easy-to-follow book providing all the informational keys necessary to understand and maximize a small business computer's potential.

Levin, Walter B. & Memory Peels: Modifying Botany: Plants Affecting Man's Health $14.95, phbk. "fans and fictions surrounding plants and man—not only which plants affect our bodies, but how they affect them."

Leventhal, Lance & Irvin Stafford Why Do You Need A Personal Computer? $9.95, pbk.

Brown, Gary D. Beyond Simple Business Applications Programming $11.95.

Brown, Gary D. Systems/270 Job Control Language $18.95.


Hiskell, Leroy & Jerald R. Brown Apple Basic Data File Programming $12.95, phbk. As easy to follow guide using popular computer language to show how to perform hundreds of useful operations.
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